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Introduction
Since Ellsberg (1961) pioneered the concept of ambiguity aversion, both theorists and experimenters have taken a keen interest in the concept. Ambiguity aversion is usually studied in the Anscombe-Aumann (1963) framework. Anscombe-Aumann proposed a monotonicity axiom. Their Monotonicity axiom prescribes that if two acts differ only on a single state, then the preference between these two acts is given by the preference between the lotteries that are assigned to that state. While both this description of the axiom and its name suggest that it is a mere dominance axiom, Monotonicity is a separability axiom like von Neumann-Morgenstern's Independence axiom. Although Monotonicity is assumed in the majority of models of ambiguity aversion and is controversial, it has not been tested so far. This paper provides an experimental approach to test Monotonicity and then employs it.
Apart from basic choice theoretic axioms like transitivity and continuity, Monotonicity seems to be the most common axiom employed in models of ambiguity aversion. Within the Anscombe-Aumann occur with known probability, yet Monotonicity implies that preferences are separable across events that occur with unknown probability. Wakker (2010 p.301f.; 2011) argues that under non-expected utility, separability across ambiguous events is "undesirable", "implausible", and "unreasonable". Machina (2009) takes the view that "the phenomenon of ambiguity aversion is intrinsically one of nonseparable preferences across mutually exclusive events." This paper proposes a thought experiment that directly tests Monotonicity. The thought experiment is an adaptation of the classic Allais paradox. Recall that the Allais paradox is set in a world of purely objective uncertainty, and tests expected utility, specifically the von Neumann-Morgenstern Independence axiom. Previous authors (MacCrimmon and Larsson, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992; Wu and Gonzalez, 1999) have adapted the Allais paradox to a setting of purely subjective uncertainty, where it becomes a test of Subjective Expected Utility. We adapt the Allais paradox to a setting of both objective and subjective uncertainty. The so-modified Allais paradox tests Monotonicity. As sources of objective and subjective uncertainty the thought experiment employs the Anscombe-Aumann metaphors of a horse race and a roulette wheel, respectively. The payoff of the decision-maker depends on the outcome of both sources of uncertainty (see figure 1) . The thought experiment, like the Allais paradox, has large hypothetical payoffs. It can be implemented as an incentivized experiment by scaling down the payoffs, and employing practical sources of uncertainty such as Ellsberg urns. Building a test of the descriptive validity of Monotonicity on the SCHNEIDER/SCHONGER 3 Allais paradox is advantageous: The extensive literature on the Allais paradox can inform the scaling of the payoffs, and can serve to benchmark the rate of violations. The Allais literature also suggests potential causes of violations, e.g. the certainty effect. While the main purpose of the thought experiment is to suggest incentivized tests, it is also useful in its hypothetical form: Some have understood the Allais paradox as a critique of the view that Independence is a prerequisite of rationality (e.g. Slovic and Tversky, 1974; Allais, 1979 chapter II 3.4; Loomes and Sugden, 1982; Machina, 1989) . Similarly, our thought experiment facilitates discussions of whether Monotonicity is a prerequisite of rationality.
There is an extensive experimental literature on ambiguity attitudes, for recent reviews see Hey (2014) and Trautmann and van de Kuilen (2015) . However, we know of no experiments testing the Monotonicity axiom. As for thought experiments, most closely related to ours are a few recent thought experiments on separability across ambiguous events: Five thought experiments by Machina (2014) demonstrate that separability restricts variation in ambiguity attitudes at low versus high outcomes. Wakker (2010, p.302 ) employs a thought experiment in order to argue that separability is implausible for ambiguity averse decision-makers. Bommier (2016) suggests another thought experiment making this point. All these thought experiments are critiques of separability, but none of them directly tests Monotonicity. As a practical matter, these thought experiments are difficult to implement since they require exact measurement of certainty equivalents or a method for implementing payoffs in utils.
We conduct two incentivized studies implementing our thought experiment. Study 1 uses a subject pool of online workers, a real-world lottery as the source of objective uncertainty, and weather in a foreign city for subjective uncertainty. Study 2 takes place in the laboratory with student subjects and employs physical urns. Both studies find that about half of all participants violate Monotonicity, and overwhelmingly do so in a specific, intuitive way. The hypothesis that these violations are due to random errors is easily and robustly rejected in both studies. The specific pattern of violations we find mirrors the pattern that is commonly found in Allais paradox experiments. To be able to assess and interpret the frequency of violations of Monotonicity, it is useful to compare it to the frequency of violations of Independence in the same subject pools. Hence both studies also confront subjects with the original Allais paradox. Violations of Independence are about as common as violations of Monotonicity in both studies. In addition, violations of Independence and Monotonicity are positively correlated. Study 2 also includes a consistency check by repeatedly posing the Monotonicity test. We find that among consistent participants violations of Monotonicity are more prevalent than in the full sample. Overall, we conclude that violations SCHNEIDER/SCHONGER 4 1A : $1 Million with certainty.
1B :
Horse 1-11 wins and roulette stops on 1. $1 Million Horse 12-100 wins. $5 Million Horse 1-11 wins and roulette stops on 2-11.
2A
: $0 Horse 12-100 wins. $1 Million Horse 1-11 wins.
2B :
Horse 1-11 wins and roulette stops on 1, or Horse 12-100 wins. $5 Million Horse 1-11 wins and roulette stops on 2-11. The next section introduces our thought experiment. Section 3 reviews the Monotonicity axiom. Section 4 describes the experimental studies. Section 5 concludes.
A thought Experiment
Our thought experiment uses the classic Anscombe-Aumann story of a horse race and a roulette wheel. 100 horses numbered from 1 to 100 are starting. The decision-maker does not know the probability that a particular horse will win. At the same time as the horses are running, the roulette wheel is spun. The roulette wheel has 11 equiprobable fields numbered from 1 to 11. As shown in figure 1, the decision-maker is confronted with two choice situations, 1 and 2. In each choice situation she has the choice between two options, A and B. In choice situation 1 an intuitively plausible choice, in line with the certainty effect, might be to choose 1A, which is a million for sure, over 1B, where there is a chance of not winning anything. By contrast in choice situation 2 both bets feature a danger of winning nothing, thus the chance of winning $5 Million in bet 2B may make that bet more attractive than bet 2A. Observation 1 in the next section clarifies that this intuitive choice pattern violates Monotonicity. From now on we refer to this choice pattern as the intuitive paradoxical choice pattern.
Compare the thought experiment to the Allais paradox (Allais, 1953) Again, let us call the pattern of choosing IA over IB and IIB over IIA the intuitive paradoxical choice pattern, as it is analogous to the intuitive paradoxical choice pattern in our thought experiment.
The intuitive paradoxical choice pattern is what has often been found in experimental investigations of the Allais paradox 2 , and constitutes a violation of Independence. Monotonicity is discussed in the next section, and we show that it is tested by the modified Allais paradox.
The Anscombe-Aumann Monotonicity Axiom
To discuss Monotonicity and its implications, we introduce an Anscombe-Aumann framework:
There are (monetary) prizes x in an interval X = [x, x] ⊂ R. We denote the space of simple probability distributions (lotteries) over X by L (X), with generic elements P, Q, R. Denote the degenerate lottery which puts probability 1 on the prize x by δ x . There is a (finite or infinite) set of states S with generic element s, endowed with an algebra Σ (events). An act f is a Σ-measurable 1 Except if she assigns probabilities such that the event "horse 1-11 wins" has probability 0 or 1, then the situations become trivial.
2 See for example Kahneman and Tversky (1979) , Conlisk (1989) , and Huck and Müller (2012) .
The set of all acts is denoted by F. Generic acts are f, g, h. For all acts f , g in F and all α in (0, 1) let αf + (1 − α) g denote the act that delivers the lottery αf (s) + (1 − α) g (s) in state s. For every act f , we denote the coarsest partition of the state space it induces by E(f ) = E ∈ Σ|E = f −1 (P ) for some P ∈ f (S) .
Note that E(f ) is finite. Given an event E ∈ Σ, acts f and g, let f E g denote the act which gives f (s) for s ∈ E, and g (s) for s ∈ E C . An act that yields the same lottery P in each state is called constant, and, slightly abusing notation, is denoted by P . Throughout we assume that objective and subjective uncertainty are resolved simultaneously. is a preference order on F:
Axiom (Weak order). is complete and transitive.
Anscombe-Aumann (1963) proposed a monotonicity axiom which requires that if the lottery which an act assigns to an event is replaced by a preferred lottery, then the new act must be preferred. The modern literature formulates the Anscombe-Aumann Monotonicity axiom as follows (under Weak order the modern and original formulations are equivalent):
Monotonicity implies that preferences are separable across events. Specifically, Monotonicity implies that for all lotteries P, Q, all acts f, g, and all events E, if
If the preference admits a utility representation, Monotonicity essentially ensures that one can find a separable, weakly monotone representation. That is an act can be evaluated by a twostep procedure: There is a preference functional and a real-valued, non-decreasing function. The preference functional could, for example, be expected utility or rank-dependent expected utility (Quiggin, 1982) . For each state, the preference functional evaluates the lottery the act yields in that state, independently of what the act yields in other states. For the case of a finite state space, this yields |S| numbers which are then aggregated by the non decreasing function to a single number representing the utility of the act (see Bommier, 2016, also Trautmann and .
Monotonicity is distinct from first-order stochastic dominance. A lottery P first-order stochastically dominates a lottery Q, if for all x we have x:x≤x P (x) ≤ x:x≤x Q (x). For the AnscombeAumann setting, Machina and Schmeidler (1995) propose a first-order stochastic dominance axiom:
In this definition, L (X) is endowed with any σ-algebra which makes singletons measurable. 4 A stronger version of separability, "PEf QEf ⇒ PEg QEg ", implies a slightly stronger version of Monotonicity, which is not satisfied by the Multiple priors model (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989) .
When restricting the domain of AA-FOSD to constant acts, the standard first-order stochastic dominance axiom (FOSD) results. Monotonicity is structurally similar to AA-FOSD and basically stronger: as long as the decision-maker satisfies FOSD, Monotonicity implies AA-FOSD.
3.1. Monotonicity and our thought experiment. Translating the thought experiment into a formal setting, define the state space to be S = {1, 2, ..., 100}, and consider the event E = {1, .., 11}.
Using a million dollars as the unit, and denoting P = 0; 1 11 , 5; 10 11 , the acts can be written as 1A = δ 1 , 1B = P E δ 1 , 2A = δ 1 E δ 0 , and 2B = P E δ 0 . The following observation tells us which preferences are consistent with Monotonicity: Observation 1. If satisfies Weak order and Monotonicity, then:
1A 1B and 2A 2B, or, 1B 1A and 2B 2A.
The proof is in the appendix. Monotonicity rules out the intuitive paradoxical choice pattern.
Hence the thought experiment is a test of Monotonicity.
The famous Ellsberg experiments have two prizes (compare Machina 2014, fn. 3). Our thought experiment has three prizes, like the Allais paradox, Machina's, Wakker's and Bommier's thoughts experiment. Three or more prizes are required to investigate separability. In a two-prize setting, AA-FOSD implies Monotonicity, and FOSD implies Independence: with only two prizes, first-order stochastic dominance induces a complete order on the lotteries. Thus, with only two prizes, it is impossible to test separability without also testing stochastic dominance.
3.2. The Allais paradox and our thought experiment. In this subsection we formally state the observation that a probabilistically sophisticated decision-maker views a test of Independence (the Allais paradox) and a test of Monotonicity (our thought experiment) as the same problem. In order to do so, we need to define probabilistic sophistication. Machina and Schmeidler (1995) provide a definition and an axiomatic justification for probabilistic sophistication in the AA-framework.
Adapting their definition, we directly state it as an axiom:
Axiom (Probabilistic sophistication). There exists a probability measure µ on (S, Σ) such that for all acts f in F, with E(f ) = {E 1 , ..., E N }:
is a constant act, constructed by mixing the lotteries f (E i ) with weights corresponding to the subjective probabilities µ(E i ) of the events E i . A probabilistically sophisticated decision-maker acts as if she has a subjective probability distribution over states, and SCHNEIDER/SCHONGER 8 she treats objective and subjective probabilities interchangeably. We can now state formally how, given Probabilistic sophistication and informational symmetry, the Allais paradox and our thought experiment are basically the same problem. Probabilistic sophistication means that the decisionmaker has a probability measure µ. Informational symmetry of the horses implies that µ (E) = This observation motivates proposition 1. The purpose of proposition 1 is to illuminate that a probabilistically sophisticated decision-maker views not only these tests as the same problem, but views the axioms these experiments test as similar. Consider the Independence axiom for objective risk, but restrict mixtures to a set M ⊆ (0, 1):
Axiom (Independence over M ). For all constant acts P, Q, R, and for all α in M ⊆ (0, 1):
Under probabilistic sophistication, Monotonicity is equivalent to Independence over M µ , with
Proposition 1. If satisfies Weak order and Probabilistic sophistication with probability measure µ, then Monotonicity and Independence over
The proof is in the appendix. Thus (unrestricted) Independence implies Monotonicity. If M µ is the unit interval, then the converse is true. For M µ to be the unit interval requires an infinite state space, and a non-atomicity assumption on µ. Note that in the Anscombe-Aumann framework, Independence is usually strengthened to the AA-Independence axiom. Under probabilistic sophistication, however, Independence implies AA-Independence (see lemma 1, p. 23).
3.3. Critiques of separability. In a setting of purely objective uncertainty, separability is captured by the Independence axiom. Independence is often understood as a prerequisite for rationality, but at least since the Allais paradox this has been doubted. Machina (1989) challenges Independence on normative grounds, pointing out that the description of consequences available to the economist might not be deep enough for separability to hold, say, because it leaves out psychological components such as disappointment, and that therefore in such contexts Independence may be normatively inappropriate. Loomes and Sugden (1982) argue that regret and rejoicing are experiences, and thus cannot be rational or irrational. Accordingly, they take the position that if a decision-maker experiences such feelings, taking them into account for decision-making should not be seen as irrational. For a detailed critique of this argument see Bleichrodt and Wakker (2015) .
Our thought experiment shows that such critiques of separability as prerequisite for rationality in a setting of purely objective uncertainty also apply in a setting of mixed subjective/objective uncertainty. In this sense, the thought experiment contributes to discussing Monotonicity from a normative perspective.
Under ambiguity, separability has another, potentially undesirable, implication, namely it rules out some forms of ambiguity aversion: Take two lotteries P and Q with P = Q and P ∼ Q, and a partition of the state space into two non-null events, E and its complement. Consider the act f = P E Q. Note that the act f is an ambiguous act, while the constant act P has no ambiguity. Thus one might expect an ambiguity-averse decision-maker to strictly prefer P over f . Monotonicity, however, requires the decision-maker to be indifferent. The logic of this example follows Wakker (2010, p. 302) . Machina (2014) provides five thought experiments, which demonstrate that separability restricts how ambiguity aversion can differ between high and low outcomes.
Experiments
To find out to what extent the Monotonicity axiom is descriptively valid, and to compare and relate the prevalence of potential violations of Monotonicity to those of Independence, we run two experimental studies. Study 1 is conducted with a subject pool of online workers and employs a natural source of ambiguity, whereas study 2 is run in the lab with undergraduate student subjects and employs physical urns.
Study 1 (Online Experiment).
4.1.1. Procedure. To implement the thought experiment as an experimental test of Monotonicity, we adapt the prizes and the sources of uncertainty as follows: For the non-zero prizes, rather than $1
Million and $5 Million we use $4 and $5. Instead of a horse race, the source of subjective uncertainty is weather in a foreign city as in Fox and Tversky (1995) . Specifically, for the event E take the event that tomorrow's maximum temperature in Mexico City is "unexpectedly high". We define "unexpectedly high" as 6°Fahrenheit (3.3°Celsius) or more above the current forecast. Participants are told the current forecast and are encouraged to check it on an external website, which shows forecasts and past realizations rounded to integer degrees Fahrenheit. For objective uncertainty we use "Texas Pick 3", a real-world U.S. lottery, which produces the numbers between 000 and 999 with equal probability. In the test of Monotonicity we consider the last digit, in the Allais paradox the last two digits. So we slightly modify the objective probabilities from our thought experiment (10 instead of 11 equiprobable objective events). With these modifications, denoting Q = 0; 1 10 , 5; 9 10 , we get the experimental acts 1A= δ 4 , 1B = Q E δ 4 , 2A = δ 4 E δ 0 , and 2B = Q E δ 0 . Figure 3 shows, using the example of act 1B, how acts are displayed to participants (the temperature symbols are defined and explained to participants). Note that observation 1 analogously applies to the acts in the experiment. For the Allais paradox, the lotteries in the experiment differ from the original lotteries only in the prizes as described above. The sequence of the experiment is as follows: the format of the acts is explained, including links to the external weather forecast website and the Texas Pick 3 website, followed by three understanding questions. As a further test of participants' understanding, the subsequent screen offers a choice between two acts, where one act dominates the other in the AA-FOSD sense. On this screen, as well as the Monotonicity and Allais paradox screens, subjects are given a choice between two acts, which are presented in random order. The next two screens each present a choice situation of the Monotonicity test, where the order of the screens (choice situations) is random. This is followed by the two Allais paradox choice situations, which are again displayed in random order. We also measured participants' beliefs about the probability of the events. We use the Random Lottery Incentive (RLI) system to make hedging impossible. A demographic survey concludes the study. rather, there is an asymmetric pattern, as violations in the opposite way are much rarer with 9.2 percent. Following Conlisk (1989) , we test whether violations are the result of symmetric, random participant error. We can reject this hypothesis at all conventional significance levels (Z = 11.06, p-value < 10 −28 ). The following rows repeat the analysis for different subsamples as robustness checks. The second row considers only participants who do not violate AA-FOSD. The next four rows split the sample by duration. The picture which emerges is that the distribution of violations is very similar across subsamples. In this online study 28.4 percent of subjects violate AA-FOSD, which is substantially lower than the 48 percent of overall violations of Monotonicity. However, as AA-FOSD is a basic rationality axiom, a 28.4 percent violation rate is of concern. Although first-order stochastic dominance with respect to lotteries (FOSD) has been tested (e.g. von Winterfeldt, Chung, Luce, and Cho, 1997; Gneezy, List, and Wu, 2006; Charness, Karni, and Levin, 2007; Birnbaum, 2008; Sharma and Vadovic, 2015) , we are unaware of any experimental tests of AA-FOSD. Satisfying AA-FOSD is more cognitively demanding than satisfying FOSD, as the Anscombe-Aumann framework of mixed objective/subjective uncertainty is more complex than a context of only objective uncertainty. It is thus difficult to know how to interpret these findings. Investigating this question is one of the motivations of study 2.
Study 2 (Laboratory Experiment).
Conducting a second study serves three purposes:
First, study 1 finds that violations of AA-FOSD are common. As AA-FOSD is a basic rationality axiom this raises concerns about data quality. To address these concerns, study 2 takes place in the lab, and repeatedly administers the Monotonicity test to check for consistency of choices. Second, study 2 examines whether the results of study 1 robustly replicate with a different subject pool and different sources of uncertainty. Third, study 2 investigates three potential causes of the violations. If that chip has the color chosen by the participant, this corresponds to the realization of the event E (horse 1-11 wins).
We replace the prizes of $1 Million and $5 Million by CHF 60, respectively CHF 100 (at the time of the experiment 1CHF ≈ 1.03 USD). With these modifications, denoting Q = 0; 9 100 , 100; 91 100 , and considering the event E = "your chosen color" we get the experimental acts 1A= δ 60 , 1B = Q E δ 60 , 2A = δ 60 E δ 0 , and 2B = Q E δ 0 . Observation 1 applies. Figure 4 shows how acts are displayed to participants. This visual representation is carefully explained to the participants at the beginning of the experiment.
The Monotonicity test is administered twice. In addition we pose the following incentivized choices: the Allais paradox choices, and a choice on each FOSD and AA-FOSD. To measure complexity aversion, participants make two complexity aversion choices whose design follows Sonsino, Benzion, and Mador (2002) and Moffatt, Sitzia, and Zizzo (2015) . To investigate whether participants fail to reduce compound lotteries, they are given a choice between a simple lottery and a compound lottery. The compound lottery is implemented by envelope B, which is equivalent to the compound urn 3 Halevy (2007) . To measure ambiguity aversion we give a two-color Ellsberg paradox, which employs envelope C, which is equivalent to the ambiguous urn 2 in Halevy (2007) .
The sequence of the experiment is as follows: Participants of a session are assembled together and a subject is randomly selected. This subject does not make any choices, but blindfoldedly conducts all drawings at the end of the experiment. A set of the envelopes is shown and explained to the participants. Participants enter the lab where they find detailed printed instructions, the transparent, and the three opaque envelopes, A, B and C, on their desks. Participants are asked eight understanding questions, and get on-screen feedback. They then make the twelve incentivized The experiment was run at the ETH DeSciL lab in May and June 2016. Subjects were students from the joint subject pool of the University of Zurich and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology(ETH). The experiment was programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) , participants were recruited with ORSEE (Greiner, 2015) . The sessions lasted about forty minutes and average earnings were about $32. 4.2.2. Results. Data from N = 72 participants was collected. FOSD is violated by two subjects, and AA-FOSD is violated by two different subjects. So the rates of violations of FOSD and AA-FOSD are identical and very low (less than 3 percent). Note that the elicitation question of AA-FOSD in this study is designed to be as similar as possible to the one used in the online study. This lends support to the view that genuine violations of AA-FOSD are rare, and that violations in the online study are largely attributable to mistakes. Table 3i provides participants' choices in the Monotonicity test. Choices in columns AA and BB do not violate Monotonicity, choices in columns AB and BA do. The first row of results corresponds to the full sample and the first elicitation. As in the online experiment the modal choice of participants violates Monotonicity: 41.7 percent of participants exhibit the intuitive paradoxical choice pattern AB. Violations of Monotonicity again exhibit an asymmetric pattern, and we can reject the null hypothesis that violations are due to symmetric, random error at all conventional significance levels (Conlisk's Z = 5.2, p-value < 10 −6 ). The second row gives the results for the full sample and the second elicitation. The paradox is more pronounced in the second elicitation than in the first one. The fraction of choices that are consistent across the elicitations, is 75 percent for choice situation 1 and 68 percent for choice situation 2, resulting in half of the subjects being consistent across elicitations for both choices. These rates of consistency are in line with the rates found in research of decision under risk (Stott, 2006 , and survey table 1 therein; Baillon, Bleichrodt, and Cillo, 2015) . Row three restricts the sample to those subjects who are consistent across elicitations:
The intuitive paradoxical pattern is exhibited by 52.8 percent of these subjects, which is a higher fraction than for the full sample in either elicitation.
With the Conlisk-test the null hypothesis is that the violations are due to symmetric errors, i.e. error rates are the same in both choice situations. With repeated elicitation we can use the true-and-error model , also see Regenwetter et al. 2010, Birnbaum et al., forthc.) which allows error rates to differ. With the true-and-error model, there are four possible types of true preferences in the experiment (AA, AB, BA, BB), and each type makes a mistake with probability e 1 in choice situation 1, and with probability e 2 in choice situation 2. 7 The estimates for the error rates areê 1 = 0.15 andê 2 = 0.20. The shares of the types are estimated at 10 percent 7 The true-and-error model assumes that the probability of a mistake does not vary by type or elicitation round.
Moreover, it assumes that the errors are mutually independent across elicitation rounds and choice situations. The correlation between violations of reduction of compound lotteries and ambiguity aversion is of interest in itself, as Halevy (2007) suggests that the two are tightly associated. We find a correlation of 0.71, which is in line with the correlations Halevy (2007, robustness round) and Gillen, Snowberg, and Yariv (2015) report, but higher than what Abdellaoui, Klibanoff, and Placido (2015) find. Study 1 is conducted online, with a large number of subjects consisting of U.S. online workers and a natural source of ambiguity. Study 2 is run in the lab with European student subjects and the source of ambiguity is an Ellsberg urn. In both studies we find that the modal choice of subjects violates Monotonicity in a specific way, which we call the intuitive paradoxical choice pattern. The A concern is that violations might be due to mistakes. In both studies, the hypothesis that violations are due to symmetric, random mistakes is easily rejected by the Conlisk-test. To further address this concern, study 2 poses the Monotonicity test twice. Among the subjects that choose consistently, the prevalence of the intuitive paradoxical choice pattern is 52.8 percent, which is higher than in the full sample. The repeated elicitation also allows us to estimate the parameters of a true-and-error model: the true prevalence of violations of Monotonicity is estimated at 61 percent.
Given frequent violations of Monotonicity, the question arises how they could be explained.
The data suggest that neither complexity aversion nor perception of the Anscombe-Aumann acts as compound lotteries combined with failure to reduce them can account for the violations. To investigate whether the certainty effect can explain behavior, we are in the process of extending this paper by running another lab experiment.
As the descriptive validity of Monotonicity is comparable to that of Independence, Monotonicity is problematic as a universal descriptive assumption. There are several ways to respond to this problem. Viewing Monotonicity as descriptively problematic, Trautmann and Wakker (2015) propose an experimental approach which sidesteps Monotonicity. Our empirical evidence supports their view. In their approach, subjects are deliberately never confronted with mixed subjective/objective uncertainty. Their approach allows to test and apply models of ambiguity aversion that assume Monotonicity, even when it is known that subjects do not satisfy it. However, the limitation of their approach is that it cannot be used for evaluating predictions that rely on Monotonicity, such as invariability of ambiguity attitudes at low versus high outcomes (Machina, 2014) , or concerning behavior in our thought experiment. There are several ways for models to capture richer behavior concerning such predictions. As Monotonicity is tailored to the AA-framework, models outside the AA-framework do not have problems with Monotonicity per se. But note that even outside the AA-framework, separability-related issues can arise, as Machina's (2009) Segal's (1987) model: it can accommodate richer behavior in both our thought experiment and in the ones proposed in Machina (2009) and Machina (2014) , see Dillenberger and Segal, 2015 . However, to capture modal behavior in our experiment, leaving the AA-framework is not necessary: Models within the AA-framework can drop or relax Monotonicity. A candidate axiom, to replace Monotonicity, is first-order stochastic dominance generalized to the AA-framework (AA-FOSD). This is the approach taken by Bommier (2016) . To our knowledge, our studies are the first to test AA-FOSD rather than merely FOSD. Both studies suggest that AA-FOSD is descriptively more plausible than Monotonicity. In the lab experiment, violations of AA-FOSD are rare. This provides support for descriptive models that assume AA-FOSD.
Proof of (i): First, observe that 1A 1B implies δ 1 P , as otherwise we would have P δ 1 which by Monotonicity implies 1B 1A, a contradiction. Second, by Monotonicity, δ 1 P implies 2A 2B.
The proofs of (ii) -(iv) are analogous.
Equivalence of AA-Independence and Independence under probabilistic sophistication:
Axiom (AA-Independence over M ). For all acts f, g, h in F, and for all α in M ⊆ (0, 1): Independence over M is equivalent to AA-Independence over M .
Proof: AA-Independence over M trivially implies Independence over M .
Under probabilistic sophistication Independence over M implies Independence over M :
Consider f, g, h in F, and α in M , with f g. Take the µ arising from Probabilistic sophistication, and denote the partitions E(f ) = (F 1 , ..., F I ), E(g) = (G 1 , ..., G J ), E(h) = (H 1 , ..., H K ), E(αf +
(1 − α) h) = (F 1 , ..., F L ) and E(αg + (1 − α) h) = (G 1 , ..., G M ), then define P =
µ(F l ) (αf + (1 − α) h) (F l ) and Q = M m=1 µ(G m ) (αg + (1 − α) h) (G m ). Note that these acts are constructed such that under Probabilistic sophistication f ∼ P , g ∼ Q, αf +(1 − α) h ∼ P and αg+(1 − α) h ∼ Q . Independence over M implies αP +(1−α)R αQ+(1−α)R. By countable additivity of µ we have αP +(1−α)R = P and αQ + (1 − α)R = Q .
Proof of proposition 1:
By Lemma 1 it suffices to show that AA-Independence over M µ is equivalent to Monotonicity:
AA-Independence over M µ implies Monotonicity:
Consider two constant acts P, Q with P Q. It suffices to show that for any act h and any event E ∈ Σ: P E h Q E h.
Take the µ arising from Probabilistic sophistication, and the partition E(P E h) = E(Q E h) = (E, E 1 , ...E J ), then P E h ∼ µ(E)P + (1 − µ (E)) R, where R = J j=1
µ(E j ) 1−µ(E) h j . By an analogous argument we have Q E h ∼ µ(E)Q + (1 − µ (E)) R, where R is defined as before. Now note that µ(E) ∈ M µ , therefore by AA-Independence over M µ :
µ(E)P + (1 − µ (E)) R µ(E)Q + (1 − µ (E)) R.
Monotonicity implies AA-Independence over M µ :
Consider three acts f, g, h with f g and any α ∈ M µ . We have to show that αf + (1 − α) h αg + (1 − α) h.
Consider the µ arising from Probabilistic sophistication. As α ∈ M µ , there exists an event A ∈ Σ s.t. µ(A) = α.
Denote E (αf + (1 − α) h) = (E 1 , ..., E N ) and define P = N i=1 µ(E i )f (E i ), and R = N i=1 µ(E i )h(E i ). Therefore by definition of µ, we have αf + (1 − α) h ∼ N i=1 µ(E i ) [αf (E i ) + (1 − α) h(E i )] = αP + (1 − α) R. By applying probabilistic sophistication we obtain P A R ∼ αP + (1 − α) R, thus
